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INNOVATIVE SUN
AND WEATHER PROTECTION
SINCE 1964

Founded in 1964
What started 50 years ago with considerable courage in an old cider
cellar has today become a leading, global manufacturer of sun and
weather protection solutions with production facilities in Switzerland.
QUALITY & SAFETY
The Gremaud family guarantees you durable, tailored products in
uncompromising quality. We achieve this through the consistent use
of high-quality materials, modern and environmentally sustainable
production processes as well as continuous safety inspections.
FUNCTIONALITY & TECHNOLOGY
Our many years of experience and close cooperation with specialists, architects, planners and dealers enable us to develop innovative
products that meet the highest demands. – Yesterday, today and
tomorrow.
AESTHETICS & DESIGN
Emotions turn our daily routine into an adventure. The influence of
colours and forms play a central role in this. Therefore, STOBAG
awnings are customised for you.
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FLOOR & OPEN SPACES

Need a cool, shady spot in the middle of your garden?
Not a problem with STOBAG’s free-standing awnings.

THE INCREDIBLE

FLOOR SYSTEM
The floor system from STOBAG is exceptional. It is not made from wood, but
from robust weather-resistant aluminium deck boards. The self-supporting aluminium floor construction can be quickly laid on various substrates. The clever
aluminium hollow profile system, which acts as a cooling element, hardly warms
up in summer.
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Stand-alone or expanded by a sun / weather protection as an extension module,
( I.S.L.A. Concept ) permits unlimited individuality with the choice of colours,
dimensions, locations and equipment. See page 6

FLOOR SYSTEM | MOBILE AWNINGS

THE INDEPENDENT

MOBILE AWNINGS
One of the main advantages of freestanding shading is the ability to use it in a
wide range of locations. Whether it’s in your own garden, in playgrounds or a
convivial outdoor restaurant – the freestanding shading system provides a large
number of possibilities for effective sun protection in domestic or commercial

environments. The use of the reliable STOBAG jointed arm technology allows an
area of over 40 m2 per system to be shaded. A range of support options and fixing
systems ensure a secure hold. See page 10
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THE INCREDIBLE 

FLOOR SYSTEM

SB4700

In the middle of the lawn, in the piazza in front of the restaurant or near the
beach, it doesn’t matter, wherever the floor system is it makes an irresistible,
strong impact everywhere. The sophisticated self-supporting design made of
top-quality aluminium can be quickly installed on the most wide-ranging types of
surfaces. The modular frame system guarantees high stability and is completely
rain-proof thanks to the clever drainage system. In addition, the multi-functional
profiles provide hollow spaces accessible for cabling at all times.
The STOBAG aluminium floor system is not just extremely functional and highly
versatile, but is also outstanding due to its robust, long-lasting construction. The
solid, powder-coated aluminium profiles and each individual connection components were designed for the highest load-bearing capacity. This ensures that the
floor system is a firm base outdoors for many years to come.
Whether individually as lifestyle terrace deck or in an extended layout as a complete solution with a STOBAG sun / weather protection extension module ( I.S.L.A.
Concept ): Using the aluminium floor system, design your own outdoor area which
will entice you to daydream and enjoy.

Durable aluminium deck boards
Thanks to the aluminium deck boards, the floor hardly warms up at
all. The surface heat is dissipated laterally through the aluminium
hollow profile. The powder-coated aluminium deck boards are
weather-resistant, deformation-resistant and extremely colour-fast.

WOOD LOOK
The individual aluminium deck boards, which look incredibly like
genuine deck boards, are low maintenance in comparison to wood.
No planing or sanding required and there are no splinters.

A80
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diveRSiTY oF CoLouRS
The frame of the SB4700 can be individually powder coated. With this option, hundreds of RAL and NCS colours are available.

MuLTi-GRound
Highly versatile on various substrates thanks to the range of supports. The low-maintenance, self-supporting construction is quickly
ready for use since no complex foundation is required. Moreover,
the individual deck boards are quickly laid thanks to the clever click
system.

SuPPoRTS
Few supports – quickly ready for use: The design requires,
for example, only four supports for dimensions of 350 × 350 cm
(no time-consuming substructure required).

FLexiBiLiTY
The surrounding grooved channels allow the optimum positioning
of the different I.S.L.A. extension modules.

www.stobag.com |
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THe inCRediBLe

INDIVIDUAL STOBAG LIVING AMBIANCE

i.S.L.A. Concept

i.S.L.A.
extension modules

TeRRAdo

RiveRA

MeLAno

BAvonA

PeRGoLino

BoxMoBiL

oMBRAMoBiL

The modular I.S.L.A. Concept is the overall solution from a single
source. It is based on the robust aluminium floor system. Various
sun / weather protection from the STOBAG range can be added on
– a floor system can also be expanded by an extension module retrospectively.
Additional options are on offer, depending on the extension module:
The wind-resistant vertical awnings ensure additional privacy and
glare protection and the variable sliding glazing hold off wind and
rain. In the evening, the low-energy LED lighting conjures up an atmospheric ambience wherever the mood takes you.

Horizontal sun protection

+

•

•

•

•

•

•

Rain protection

•

•

•

•

+

+

+

Snow load

•

–

–

–

–

–

–

Vertical awnings

+

+

+

+

+

+

–

+

+

+

–

–

–

+

Sliding glazing
• Standard

+ OptiOnal

− nOt pOSSiBlE

1 FLooR SYSTeM

+
2 Add-on ModuLe

=
3 i.S.L.A. Concept
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SUBJECt tO CHanGE WitHOUt priOr nOtiFiCatiOn

BoxMoBiL

FLOOR SYSTEM | MOBILE AWNINGS
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Rivera
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THE INDEPENDENT

MOBILE AWNINGS

OMBRAMOBIL | BOXMOBIL

The free-standing double awnings, which create large areas of
shade, are ideally suited for seating areas. As no disruptive middle
posts are required, the space below this awning can be used to the
best effect.
The stable folding arms roll out both sides synchronously or individually, depending on the model. Stability is ensured either by a
concrete base, cross feet or floor sleeves to be set in concrete. The
fabric and folding arms are securely stowed below the protective roof
or in the protective box. So the free-standing shading can be left
outside, even during the winter months.
STOBAG shading systems are individually manufactured and offer
a huge range of possibilities. Continual quality control and the use
of tried and tested brand fabrics with up to 100 % UV protection
guarantee maximum safety and functionality. Both models can be
operated either by a convenient motor drive or a crank.

FIXING VARIANTS
High stability with especially large shaded areas is guaranteed by
the concrete foundation or by fixing with recessed floor sleeves.
TRANSVERSE FOOT

FLOOR SLEEVE

CONCRETE SOCKET

OMBRAMOBIL

ombramobil | Boxmobil

BOXMOBIL
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CLASS
BEAUFORT 6

Drop down valance
On request, the drop down valance can be lowered to
protect against low sun.

BOXMOBIL

CAN BE EXTENDED INDIVIDUALLY
Thanks to the two independent cassette awnings on a
solid steel support construction, each shading side can
be extended individually.

BOXMOBIL

SQUARE OR ROUND DESIGN
Fabric and mechanism are perfectly protected in a square or round
box when the awning is rolled up.

TOP BOARD
Weather-resistant in all seasons thanks
to the integrated protective roof and an
optional cover hood.

Lighting
Light for cosy evenings – available as a
halogen light bar or as an LED.

BOXMOBIL

OMBRAMOBIL

BOXMOBIL
www.stobag.com |
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SToBAG

FRAME COLOURS | COVER DESIGNS | AUTOMATIONS AND CONTROLS

AWninG ACCeSSoRieS & oPTionS

More individuality and convenience with additional options.

INSPIRATION & HARMONY

COLOURS & EMOTIONS

COMFORT & AMBIENCE

FRAMe CoLouRS

CoveR deSiGnS

AuToMATionS And
ConTRoLS

STOBAG profiles and frame components
are powder-coated to ensure you can enjoy
your sun and weather protection systems in
the years ahead as much as on the day they
arrived. This environmentally-friendly process
offers effective protection for the structure
against environmental and weather factors.
The maximum possible degree of colour uniformity in an endless array is guaranteed by
the highest quality standards.

By choosing a fabric from the STOBAG
Collection from European quality weaving
mills, you have opted for a top quality hightech textile product. Let yourself be inspired
and enticed by our extensive colour range
and the special characteristics of our UV
tested acrylic fabrics.

16 Classic, 12 Trend and hundreds of Rainbow colours (RAL and NCS) offers a choice
to fulfil every wish.

CLASSiC | UNI | BLOCK | FANTASY
Classically commendable. Our fabrics in the
area of shade solutions offer the highest level
of UV protection thanks to their premiumquality coating and excellent colour fastness.
STOBAG Plus: Our acrylic threads for awnings are dyed using a spinning nozzle, meaning that the colours last longer, even with
everyday use. The high-quality fabrics come
exclusively from European weaving mills and
meet the most rigorous quality standards.

We offer you exactly the comfort that you
want from your individual awning system,
from simple wind sensors to complex centralised air conditioning. Whether you extend
an awning via remote control, turn on atmospheric lighting or want to control the façade
and conservatory shading by smartphone:
Our reliable automatic systems master any
situation.

BRiLLiAnT | UNI | BLOCK | FANTASY
Blindingly brilliant. The high-tech Lumera CBA
fibres in the Brilliant range have been even
more closely weaved together and thanks to
a flatter surface instantly offer more benefits.
Compared to conventional Classic acrylic
fabrics, the fabrics from our Brilliant range
are proven to be particularly dirt and water
resistant. STOBAG Plus: Bright and intensive
colours bringing you a unique brilliance.

The actually trend leads to modern are
ﬁnely structured colours.
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Brilliant high-tech fabrics for more
«joy of colour».

Further information is available at
www.stobag.com



TECHNICAL INFORMATION

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Terrado

rivera

melano

bavona

pergolino

boxmobil

ombramobil

700

Aluminium deck boards
in WOOD LOOK

Max. height

~ cm*

Aluminium deck boards
Single colour

Max. width

Individual options – for even more comfort.

•

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

FLOOR SYSTEM
FLOOR SYSTEM
• Standard

SB4700

+ Optional

− NOT POSSIBLE ALL DIMENSIONS IN CM

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION

Max. width

Max. projection

Max. system height

Free-standing installation

Floor sleeve

Concrete socket

Transversefoot

I.S.L.A. Floor system

Top board

Box

Drop down valance

Valance

One-sided wall junction

Square or round design
options

Shading can be extended
individually

LED lighting

Motor / Gearbox

*M ax. dimension without coupling varies depending on decking; with coupling infinitely extendible

555

450

260

•

•

–

+

+

•

–

–

•

+

–

–

–

•/+

700

303

•

•

+

–

+

–

•

+

+

–

+

+

+ •/+

MOBILE AWNINGS
ombramobil
boxmobil
• Standard

os4000
os7000

+ Optional

1

662

− NOT POSSIBLE ALL DIMENSIONS IN CM

SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION

1 From 613 cm only with motor

Restriction of dimensions possible.

*T he wind resistances can vary depending on product and version.
Specific details in the product flyer.

CLASS
BEAUFORT 6

5
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LIVING EXPERIENCE
IN THE OPEN AIR

individuAL Sun And WeATHeR PRoTeCTion
FoR YouR PeRSonAL oASiS oF WeLL-BeinG.

BALCONY & TERRACE

WINDOW & FACADE

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

SUN AND WEATHER PROTECTION

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

VERTICAL AWNINGS | VERTICAL AWNINGS WITH SIR SYSTEM | DROP ARM AND WINDOW AWNINGS | SECURITY SHUTTERS

OPEN AWNINGS | SEMI-CASSETTE AWNINGS | BOX AWNINGS | GLASS CANOPY SYSTEM | SIDE SHADINGS

CONSERVATORY SHADING | ATRIUM SHADING

www.stobag.com

www.stobag.com

www.stobag.com

PERGOLA & PAVILLON

FLOOR & OPEN SPACES

Art.# 257126 – 2016-11 – © STOBAG – Subject to change without prior notification. Depending on the country or region, the technical details, scope of delivery,
terms of guarantee, design and availability may differ from the specifi cations contained in this document.

CONSERVATORY & ATRIUM

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

SUN & WEATHER PROTECTION

FLOOR SYSTEM | MOBILE AWNINGS

PERGOLA / TERRACE AWNINGS | GLASS ROOF SYSTEM | GLAZING SYSTEMS | PAVILIONS

www.stobag.com

www.stobag.com

COLOURS

SToBAG AG
STOBAG International
Pilatusring 1
5630 Muri
Switzerland
SToBAG AG
Verkaufsstelle
Deutschschweiz / Deutschland
Pilatusring 1
5630 Muri
Switzerland

COLLECTION

ELECTRICS

UNI BLOCK SPECIAL

SONNEN- UND WETTERSCHUTZLÖSUNGEN

FANTASY

SToBAG Österreich GmbH
Radlberger Hauptstrasse 100
3105 St. Pölten-Unterradlberg
Austria
SONNEN- UND WETTERSCHUTZLÖSUNGEN

CLASSIC COLOURS | TREND COLOURS | RAINBOW COLOURS

STEUERSYSTEME | ELEKTROANTRIEBE | BELEUCHTUNGEN

www.stobag.com

www.stobag.com

download our brochures at www.stobag.com
YouR SToBAG SPeCiALiST deALeR WiLL Be HAPPY To AdviSe You!

SToBAG SA
Point de vente
Suisse Romande / France
En Budron H / 18
1052 Le Mont-sur-Lausanne
Switzerland

SToBAG italia S.r.l.
Largo Perlar n. 12
37035 Verona
Italy
SToBAG Benelux B.v.
Flevolaan 7, 1382 JX Weesp
Postbus 5253, 1380 GG Weesp
The Netherlands
SToBAG do Brasil Ltda.
Rua Rafael Puchetti, 1.110
83020-330 São José dos
Pinhais - PR
Brasil
SToBAG north America Corp.
1445 Norjohn Ct
Burlington, ON L7L 0E6
Canada

